ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to understand the meanings of the birth process based on the experiences of high-risk pregnancies of women with heart disease. A qualitative study with a phenomenological approach, with data collection happening between July and December 2014, was developed at a high-risk pregnancy hospital in the Southeastern region of Brazil. Seventeen participants were interviewed and the expressed meanings were analyzed with the theoretical-methodological approach of Martin Heidegger. Women mentioned fearing death during birth; and worries about their infants’ survival, asking physicians to prioritize their lives. The display of concerns facing the expressed fears stood out, involving vulnerabilities which patients with heart disease experience when pregnant. That is because, in addition to possible complications stemming from heart disease, there are subjective issues that are ignored during the healthcare process, especially related to lack of communication and one-sided decision making regarding the type, time and route of delivery.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to understand the meanings of the birth process based on the experiences of high-risk pregnancies of women with heart disease. A qualitative study with a phenomenological approach, with data collection happening between July and December 2014, was developed at a high-risk pregnancy hospital in the Southeastern region of Brazil. Seventeen participants were interviewed and the expressed meanings were analyzed with the theoretical-methodological approach of Martin Heidegger. Women mentioned fearing death during birth; and worries about their infants’ survival, asking physicians to prioritize their lives. The display of concerns facing the expressed fears stood out, involving vulnerabilities which patients with heart disease experience when pregnant. That is because, in addition to possible complications stemming from heart disease, there are subjective issues that are ignored during the healthcare process, especially related to lack of communication and one-sided decision making regarding the type, time and route of delivery.
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PROMOÇÃO DA SAÚDE MATERNA A PARTIR DO VIVIDO DO PARTO DE MULHERES CARDIOPATAS

RESUMO: Objetivou compreender os significados do processo parturitivo a partir da vivência do risco gestacional da mulher portadora de cardiopatia. Estudo qualitativo de abordagem fenomenológica, com coleta de dados entre julho e dezembro de 2014, em hospital para alto risco materno na Região Sudeste do Brasil. Dezessete participantes foram entrevistadas e os significados expressos analisados na perspectiva teórico-metodológica de Martin Heidegger. As mulheres significaram o medo de morrer no parto; e a preocupação com a sobrevivência do bebê, pedindo ao médico para dar prioridade em salvá-lo. Evidenciou-se o desvelamento do temor frente ao medo expresso, implicando em vulnerabilidade que cardiopatas vivenciam ao engravidarem. Isto porque, para além das possíveis complicações advindas da doença cardíaca, residem subjetividades que são apartadas do processo de cuidado em saúde, especialmente no que diz respeito à falta de diálogo e tomada de decisão unilateral acerca do tipo, momento e via de parto.
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PROMOCIÓN DE SALUD MATERNA A PARTIR DE VIVENCIA DEL PARTO DE MUJERES CON CARDIOPATÍA

RESUMEN: Se objetivó comprender los significados del proceso paritério partiendo de la vivencia del riesgo gestacional de mujeres con cardiopatía. Estudio cualitativo de abordaje fenomenológico. Datos recolectados de julio a diciembre de 2014 en hospital de alto riesgo materno de Región Sudeste de Brasil. Fueron entrevistadas dieciséis participantes. Los significados manifestados fueron analizados según perspectiva teórico-metodológica de Martin Heidegger. Las mujeres significaron el miedo a morir en el parto; y su preocupación por la supervivencia del bebé, pidiendo al médico priorizar su salvación. Se evidenció el desvelo del temor ante el miedo expresado, implicando en la vulnerabilidad que experimentan las mujeres con cardiopatía al quedar embarazadas. Más allá de las posibles complicaciones de origen de la enfermedad cardíaca, residen subjetividades aparte del proceso de cuidado en salud, particularmente en lo que respecta a la falta de diálogo y toma unilateral de decisiones sobre el tipo, momento y vía de parto.

DESCRIPTORES: Salud Materna; Cardiopatías; Embarazo de Alto Riesgo; Parto; Enfermería.
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INTRODUCTION

Maternal health is promoted by care actions such as family planning and prenatal care, both aiming to promote women empowerment and protagonism during the planning of pregnancy and birth, as recommended by current programs and policies\(^{1,2}\). It is known that quality of prenatal care is directly proportional to maternal and fetal health, with crucial importance being placed on access, basic structural conditions, and professionals who were adequately trained in the variety of clinical and obstetrical situations that can happen during pregnancy, delivery, birth, and puerperium.

In the current context, it is crucial to observe the goal established by the third Sustainable Development Objective for the reduction of global maternal mortality ratio (MMR) to 70 deaths for every 100,000 live births, for the next 15 years. Brazil aims to reduce MMR to 20 until 2030\(^{3}\), which is a challenge considering the growth in chronic degenerative diseases such as heart disease\(^{4}\).

The clinical handling of previous heart diseases or heart diseases during pregnancy must include the planning of interventions during the whole pregnancy-puerperium cycle, with a special focus on the prevention of complications that result in avoidable maternal deaths. It is known that high-risk pregnancies are associated with unfavorable maternal and neonatal results, which demands more attention for and the need for health promotion of mothers and infants during the pregnancy-puerperium cycle. The prevalence of death in the intrapartum and postpartum periods is noteworthy, considering the relation between clinical events during the immediate birth period and those during the birth process\(^{5,6}\).

It is recommended that the route of delivery be assessed disregarding the heart disease, since cardiac overload is similar both for vaginal and C-section deliveries. However, risks inherent to C-sections, such as infections and other complications, make assisted vaginal delivery the safest option. In both cases, mothers and infants must be carefully monitored, with close control of the volume of liquids infused and great attention for stipulated hemodynamic changes, such as increase in preload, mean blood pressure, and blood loss\(^{4,7}\).

In tandem with physiological and objective issues inherent to birth in women with heart disease, there are subjective issues which, if kept away from care, can contribute to increasing mortality, since anxiety can increase cardiac output by 60%, occurring even during uterine contractions\(^{7}\). In addition to anxiety, feelings like fear, stress, impotence, and guilt are frequently related to women during high-risk pregnancy-puerperium periods because of the unfavorable effects heart disease can have on the health of mothers and infants, announcing the vulnerabilities to which they are exposed\(^{8-10}\).

This paradigm is a paradox, because although medical practices and protocols are already well established, considering factors ranging from the classification of pregnancy risk until birth and postbirth monitoring, women still feel insecure, fearful, and impotent, which shows the gap between science and the subjective dimension\(^{11}\).

Listening to women and understanding how they experienced birth in a high-risk pregnancy makes it possible for the health team, to which nurses are part when analyzing beings\(^\dagger\) individually and socially in vulnerable situations, to conduct a critical and problem-solving analysis of their adherence to practice, in response to government policies and programs.

Nursing research that guides professional practice has no consideration for specific features of heart disease in high-risk pregnancies, with incipient scientific production that mostly employs quantitative points-of-view. Facing this gap and because of the relevance of health care beyond biological aspects, not looking to contemplate comprehensiveness as a guiding principle of care, the authors’ goal was to understand the meanings of the parturition process from the experience of high-risk pregnancies of women with heart disease.

METHOD

\(^\dagger\) Words in italics refer to those used in Martin Heidegger's work.
This was a qualitative study based on Martin Heidegger's phenomenological approach\(^{(12)}\). In order to achieve the proposed objective, Heideggerian phenomenology proved to be an appropriate method for enabling objectivity in subjectivities, with the scientific rigor of presupposition reduction, so that meaning could be unveiled.

Women who were pregnant while at risk of heart disease were researched. Data collection took place between July and December, 2014, at a reference hospital for high maternal risk in the Southeastern region of Brazil.

Data was sourced from prenatal medical records of pregnant women who were treated at the study setting and that met the inclusion criteria of having heart disease and having experienced high-risk pregnancies, receiving prenatal care at that institution. Exclusion criteria were being over 18 and having mental disorders.

After the search for records and confirmation of possible inclusion to the study, researchers called the women by telephone to explain the research and its objectives. Seventeen participants consented to the study by signing free and informed consent forms. The chosen data collection technique was carrying out open interviews at the institution, with only one interview being performed at a household. Through an interview guide, women received guiding questions that addressed the study's object.

Interviews lasted 32 minutes in average and were recorded with an MP3 device. A field diary was used to record non-verbal content expressed by participants, such as gestures, crying, and silence. After transcribing the interviews, data analysis was conducted.

Martin Heidegger's\(^{(12)}\) references are based on the hermeneutic analytical movement in two methodical stages that begin with careful listening and reading of interviews, seeking essential structures that respond to the objective being researched. The approximation of these structures or excerpts that make up the content of the interviews made it possible to reach the significance units as analysis categories.

The first analytical moment, called vague or average understanding, unfolded from the ontic understanding or from the facts for women who went through pregnancy while suffering from heart disease. This first comprehension enabled the interpretation/hermeneutic of the meanings of the ontological or phenomenal instance, according to the Heideggerian thinking. It should be noted that the discussion of this article presents the reached hermeneutic in coordination with results from research on the investigated theme.

Participant anonymity was guaranteed by using alphanumeric codes employing the letter “P” and followed by the number that corresponded to the order of interviews (P1, P2, P3...P17).

The research proposal was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Anna Nery School of Nursing, under rulings 1.103.165 and 1.139.507, in June 2015.

**RESULTS**

Mean age for the 17 participants was 30 years and heart disease diagnoses made before pregnancy were distributed as follows: four ischemic heart disease (23%), one congenital (6%), six rheumatic (36%), two disorders related to the electrical conduction system of the heart (12%), four valvular lesions (23%).

The total number of pregnancies was 40 among the participants, of whom 13 (76%) did not plan the most recent pregnancy, four women (23%) had one previous pregnancy, six (36%) had two pregnancies, four (23%) had three pregnancies and three (17%) had four pregnancies. As for the number of births, five women went through one birth, eight had two births and four had three births. Of the 17 participants, six had abortions in previous pregnancies. Delivery routes were distributed during their reproductive histories as 19 (58%) C-section and 14 (42%) vaginal deliveries.

The hermeneutic analytical movement enabled the construction of two significance units. Thus, for women who participated in this study, the experience of birth meant: Fearing death during birth; and Asking physicians to prioritize their baby's lives due to concern with them.
On fearing death, participants mentioned fearing death because of their heart disease, listing reasons for that feeling: fear of suffering a cardiac arrest; hemorrhaging; having heard someone saying that blood pressure increases; and for knowing they were under risk of undergoing a C-section, as showed by the following excerpts:

[...] because of the problem I have, that I am a cardiac person, I was afraid of having a heart attack during the procedure, a cardiac arrest [...] because they say your blood pressure increases, and mine did. (P1)

[...] I was afraid, I am there, pushing, my heart races, I have no strength at all, how are they going to get the child? (P2)

[...] real fear is of dying during delivery. I am afraid of hemorrhaging during the procedure, my heart not taking it, stopping beating [...]. (P3)

[...] during her delivery I was very afraid of dying; I feared my pressure increasing, of having a hemorrhage. (P4)

They also expressed their fears related to route of delivery and that, by having gone through previous births with a heart disease, they thought worse things could happen, as demonstrated by the highlighted excerpts:

[...] I already have this problem, it is going to be my first C-section. As I never had a C-section, I am very worried because of what people say, I fear anesthesia. (P5)

I thought about it a lot during the delivery, I only thought that suddenly something bad would happen, it is the fear of what I went through before. (P10)

[...] yesterday when I was admitted I was already uneasy, with a racing heart, did not sleep well, I think it is anxiety, so everything is an issue for those with heart disease and they cause these symptoms. (P17)

When worrying about their infants and asking doctors to prioritize them, women began their comprehension signifying fear that something might happen to their infant during birth because of their heart disease. They considered that, if physicians had to choose, they should save their infant's lives. They claimed they had mentioned that to the professionals, although they knew they would be their priority. The following texts express this understanding:

[...] My fear was tachycardia, of my heart racing at some point, lacking oxygen for him and them having to make a choice, like, do we save the mother or the baby, you understand? [...] this doctor told me during exams: the priority here is you. I said: but I don’t want to be the priority, I want my baby to be the priority, because I am here for him. (P2)

[...] I told the doctor: if something happens to me during birth, save my daughter, leave me because I already did what I had to do. (P4)

[...] I fear my baby being born and not resisting [...] The moment that scared me the most was when the doctor came to talk to me and my husband saying that he would have to perform the delivery anyway [...] the risk was losing me and my son all at once. (P12)

They also worried about their infants being born preterm and with heart issues because of hereditary aspects. Some reports that demonstrate these meanings:

[...] what if the child decides to be born at seven months? Because the girl that was being monitored with me had just had her baby, my cousin had just had a preterm baby, she is hospitalized, I was very scared, so I did everything early. (P3)

[...] My daughter is preterm. Because I have heart disease, I was very scared of losing her, which was my real fear, and her being born with some issue, which happened, she was born with almost the same issues I did. (P9)

[...] Oh it gets passed on, it does, because we know that there are, how can I say, hereditary issues. So we worry about that. (P17)


In the existential movement of participants in this study, when interpreting the adopted theoretical framework, fear is unveiled in the ontological dimension as fearfulness. Possibilities are named in their variations alarm, dread and terror. The distinction in the construction of these types is interpreted according to the proximity of the threat and the sudden way it occurs.

Thus, fear becomes alarm because of a situation that is presented as a known or familiar threat that happens suddenly for the women-being-here. For the participants, the high-risk pregnancy classification was already familiar, since they had experience from past risk pregnancies. Thus, the life risk became a threat, changing fear to alarm.

When getting closer to the time of delivery women-being-here understand that their fear increased, supporting the interpretation of life risk brought about by the definition of pregnancy risk, which objective science denotes to increase during delivery because of possible hemodynamic heart complications both for mothers and for infants. In parallel, when going back to the fear signified by participants, in its sense of approximation and non-familiarity, it transforms into dread, since women-being-here do not know how delivery will be through the lens of the current pregnancy and in which conditions their infants will be born.

There can still be the one that threatens having the sudden character and the familiarity of alarm in tandem with the non-familiarity of dread and, when revealing itself simultaneously, fear transforms existentially into terror. When feeling alarm and dread at the threat of maternal and fetal lives, fear becomes terror, since the alarming risk to them and their infants and the lack of knowledge related to the dreadful delivery could transform into a terrorful death.

Similarly to results found in this study, for pregnant women who were hypertensive or carriers of severe maternal morbidities, anguish and fear of death were associated with the pregnancy-puerperal cycle in the perspective of prematurity, a clinical condition that can also be related to maternal heart disease. In this case, prevention of preterm birth requires rest and clinical stabilization of patients, especially women in functional classes I and II. Birth must be scheduled according to maternal and fetal conditions, with a possibility of a therapeutic preterm birth in case of clinical resistance to treatment.

In parallel, decision on the most adequate time of birth, type of birth, anesthesia and handling of perinatal care in pregnant women with congenital heart disease must be discussed with the active participation of cardiology, obstetrics, neonatology, and anesthesiology. And, regarding the classification of functional heart capacity in III and IV, there is a recommendation for hospitalization in the third trimester of pregnancy, with the goal of planning birth, stabilizing and monitoring mother and infant, in addition to adjusting medication doses.

The results of this research pointed to a higher number of C-sections, agreeing with data from a cohort study that, although having found no significant statistical differences between obstetrical complications and type of birth, found a 3.44-fold increase in chances of unfavorable neonatal outcomes. Increase in gestational risk, by itself, determined 3.8-fold possibilities for adverse maternal outcomes and 17.5-fold chances for worse neonatal outcomes.

Fetal cardiac malformations can or cannot be associated with maternal heart disease. Frequently, augmented risks for developing heart disease in fetuses are related to the presence of congenital heart disease in parents, with a higher incidence if the mother is the carrier. In this situation, genetic counseling should be considered, with exams to diagnose fetal heart disease during prenatal care and instructions on the risk of transmission of maternal disease to the developing fetus.

In some cases, the medical interruption of pregnancy is recommended in cases where there are no alternatives to support pregnant women’s lives, especially when treating heart diseases with risk for maternal-fetal death between 50 and 70%. In the understanding of the women in this study, independently of the severity of heart disease and gestational risk, they mentioned having asked physicians to prioritize their infants’ lives and in specific situations, avoid pregnancy interruption.

Similarly, in an integrative review on the experience of women with preeclampsia, participants believed that infants were not ready to be born and the feeling of guilt increased with the need for...
preterm birth and neonatal death. Results also pointed to fear of their own death in association with other negative feelings\(^{(15)}\).

Concerning the emotional dimension, it is known that anxiety and stress must be particularly considered in the sphere of high-risk pregnancy, causing complications that result in worse perinatal outcomes, affecting family relationships because of changes in mental health state\(^{(16)}\). Heart disease is also associated with a higher incidence of postpartum depression, especially when there are maternal complications. In this case, depression manifests itself through feelings of fear, panic, and sadness\(^{(17)}\).

Interventions during the prenatal period are suggested in order to prevent postpartum depression\(^{(18)}\). For such, it is necessary to consider emotional issues surrounding pregnant women with heart disease through attentive listening during consultations and care sessions for mothers and fetuses\(^{(19)}\).

In a prospective study that analyzed quality of life during pregnancy and after birth in women with heart disease, there were lower scores for the domains of general health status and vitality, which, along with the demands of motherhood, can also be associated with heart disease. As in this research, the most prevalent diagnoses in the mentioned study were associated with rheumatic and valvular heart diseases, in addition to similarities in the number of pregnancies, previous abortions, and absence of pregnancy planning for the most recent one. Regarding that last aspect, the negative correlation found between emotional aspects and absence of pregnancy planning after birth stood out\(^{(19)}\).

The healthcare professional team, especially nurses, involved in the peripartum period must include in the care plan emotional support, support and assessment of patients’ mental well-being when facing their own vulnerability, since these issues will strongly impact the pregnancy-puerperium cycle and family dynamics after birth\(^{(20)}\).

In this sense, conceptions about the analysis of individual, social and programmatic vulnerabilities are addressed in parallel. In this plan, it is noted that analysis of individual vulnerability depends on the quality of the guidance transmitted to patients, of the effective knowledge that they absorb regarding their health problems and the capacity that they possess to transform their routines seeking healthier lifestyles\(^{(20)}\).

In the social sphere, vulnerability can be understood as a degree of access that people have to good conditions of living, hygiene, leisure, consumer goods, and freedom of speech. Lastly, in the programmatic instance, analysis of vulnerability is carried out based on programs, strategies, and governmental actions that aim to solve populational problems in a multidimensional context\(^{(29)}\). In the personal sphere, although participants in this study exhibited a certain degree of knowledge regarding the risks of birthing due to heart disease, they kept having difficulties to incorporate transmitted knowledge to their routines, given the lack of pregnancy planning and the permanence of doubts, uncertainties, and fearfulness. They became even more vulnerable in the perspective of the effective transformation of their reality beginning with themselves.

In the programmatic sense, vulnerability was present when analyzing statistics that reveal elevated rates and increasing maternal-fetal morbidity due to cardiac disease\(^{(24,26)}\). Despite the interface of the action plan to cope with non-communicable chronic diseases, along with the Rede Cegonha (Stork Network) in monitoring nutrition, hypertension control, and glycemia in pregnant women\(^{(25)}\), these procedures were shown to be technically insufficient, reductionist and limiting, being of little democracy in relation to the resources that women need so they are not exposed to more severe disorders, as well as their infants, who are monitored for only two years after birth\(^{(22)}\).

In this scenario, even if the reference institution for maternal risk receives and monitors pregnant women, ensures consultations with various professionals and in some cases embraces the women and their infants in a continuum of care after the pregnancy-puerperium cycle, it cannot guarantee that women and infants will be under the same surveillance and protection, which implicates considering the social vulnerability to which they are exposed.

Qualitative methodologies are limited regarding the non-generalization of results, however, the theoretical-methodological framework is relevant in the possibility to point directions that can be included in clinical practice, so as to consider ontic and ontological aspects, overcoming models centered on pathologies and rather than beings in a situation of disease.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The analysis of the existential movement of women with heart disease when experiencing birth pointed to the unveiling of fearfulness when facing the expressed fear of dying during birth. It was possible to discuss the vulnerability that heart disease women experience while pregnant. This is because in addition to possible complications resulting from heart disease that cause fear, anxiety, and stress in participants, there are subjectivities that are kept away during the healthcare process, especially concerning the lack of dialog and one-sided decision making on type, time, and route of delivery.

Broadening this discussion is believed to contribute to the reflection of nurses and other health professionals regarding comprehensiveness, which must be the guiding principle behind embracement care practices that are individualized and intersubjective for women with high-risk pregnancies.

In this sphere, one must pay attention to active, attentive listening and a perspective of communication that favors understanding and coping with negative feelings in women, which enables better maternal and neonatal outcomes.
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